“A full-length surrealistic
nightmare voyage.”
--Rue Morgue Magazine

“Pays homage to the likes
of Argento and Murnau.”
--Uncut Magazine
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“Employing a style that evokes a nonstop feeling of
dread, Desecration is a must see for genre fans.”
--Sean Abley, Chiller

One of the most original horror films in recent years, Desecration is an eerily dazzling and genuinely frightening psychological
chiller about a beyond the grave relationship between a teenage boy and his long dead mother. Bobby, a 16-year-old loner,
has been emotionally damaged by his mother’s early death and a repressive Catholic upbringing. The boy accidentally causes
a nun’s death, triggering a chain of supernatural events and violent mayhem that leads Bobby into Hell to confront his mother.
Powerful childhood demons are exorcised and unleashed as the gates of Hell open in this gripping, hallucinatory film.
First-time feature film writer/director Dante Tomaselli has created an incredibly atmospheric and terrorizing film that he has
described as “being in the psychedelic fun house.” With its mist-shrouded ambience, photography and trance-like soundtrack,
the film, almost subliminally, creates an unsettling mood that crawls beneath the skin. A sensational young talent, Tomaselli
has taken the horror genre in a new and exciting direction.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

• “WITCHES” ALBUM: FEATURING 13 TRACKS
• AUDIO COMMENTARY BY WRITER/DIRECTOR/COMPOSER DANTE TOMASELLI
• BUILDING THE TORTURE CHAMBER FEATURETTE
• DESECRATION SHORT FILM • DESECRATION STILL GALLERY • DESECRATION TRAILER

LD MEDIA presents a film by DANTE TOMASELLI “DESECRATION” executive producer JACK SWAIN
starring IRMA ST. PAULE CHRISTIE SANFORD DANNY LOPES SALVATORE PAUL PIRO VINCENT LAMBERTI production executive MARIA TASSIELLO
associate producer TONY RULLIS music by MICHAEL TOMASELLI special thanks to ALFRED SOLE written, directed and produced by DANTE TOMASELLI
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The feature you are about to see is an up-res of the only surviving tape element that exists, as all of the Super 16mm elements of this ﬁlm no longer exist.
We apologize that this is an up-res, but we hope that this doesn’t deter you away from enjoying the beautiful work of director, Dante Tomaselli. We hope you enjoy this presentation of Desecration!
WARNING. THIS PROGRAMME IS PROTECTED BY LAW. Any unauthorised copying. hiring, lending, distribution, exporting importing, dissemination, exhibition or public performance is prohibited by law. Violators will be subject
to investigation by the Interpol and other police agencies and to criminal prosecution, civiI penalties, or both. Licensed only for use in U.S.A. and English speaking Canada. Authorised for private home use only.
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